However, it is almost exclusively men who have been allowed to thus opine through song. While historically women were hired to improvise dirges honoring the dead at funerals, a law prohibiting the practice was passed in 1452 (Aulestia 1995: 69) . A similar law was passed against profazadas, women who went from town to town "invent [ing] couplets and ballads with the intention of defamatory libel" (Ibid). And, until recently, social convention proscribed women from attending-much less participating in--the bertsolaritza contests, as they were often held in venues such as the tavern or cider house. (Although, it must be pointed out, the 2009 winner of the bertsolaritza contest in the Basque Country was a woman, Maialen Lujanbio).
Yet no research has systematically examined the extent to which the oral literature emerging from these domains is gendered, even though previous research has demonstrated the androcentric bias inscribed in other Basque cultural forms, texts, institutions and language practices (cf. Amorrortu 2003; del Valle and Apalategi 1985; del Valle 1999; White 1999) . This gap in the literature is particularly curious as women were often the sources of the songs collected for the many compendia of oral literature collected over the centuries-but while the names of the compilers (i.e. Jose Miguel Barandiaran, Resurreccion de Azkue, Padre Donostia 1 , Antonio Zavala) are well known and feted throughout the Basque Country (as well they should be), the names of their informants remain tucked into footnotes. Similarly, when an author of a song is known, which is not very often for songs transmitted orally, it is usually male.
Drawing on Basque song texts written since the 16 th century, when the first Basque songs were documented, in this article I show that women and girls in selected songs exhibit more agency and a wider variety of emotional stances and attitudes that the secondary, "traditional" roles usually ascribed them in the cultural mainstream (Echeverria 2003 (Echeverria , 2010 . To contextualize this argument, the next section briefly summarizes the kinds of gender roles most commonly ascribed female characters in Basque culture and Basque texts.
Gender in Basque society & culture
As in many societies, gender differentiation is a key feature of Basque culture. Historically, women have been primarily responsible for the domestic realm in addition to working alongside men to work the land, or selling the fish on shore that men caught at sea (Bullen 2003: 72) . A woman was expected to marry and lauded if she was "a good mother, hard worker, helpful neighbor, [dutiful daughter-in-law] , sober, willing to serve, a good organizer and administrator, clean, healthy. Negatively sanctioned traits are nosiness, vanity and ostentation" (Ibid: 62). Her role as the primary transmitter of the Basque language and culture was expected, but seen as "natural" so that women were given little public recognition for these efforts (Bullen 2003; del Valle 1999) .
Indeed, when it comes to efforts to maintain the language and transmit the culture, men have been those most feted. Prestige adheres to male-dominated activities like the Basque Language Academy, ritual verbal improvisation and sports like handball, rock-lifting and wood-chopping. Images in the public domain and in curricular materials celebrate the "Man of the Plaza," who "stands out and knows how to act in public" (Fernandez de Larrinoa 1997: 83) through self-possession and feats of strength. Images portray women not as active agents in their own right in the public sphere but playing supporting roles to others in the private realm despite the in-roads women have made in the educational and occupational spheres in the last fifty years (Bullen 2003) .
Sources and Methodology
As suggested above, oral literature has been the main conduit of Basque culture for centuries and it comprises an important part of the lessons students are expected to learn in their Basque language and literature classes. Bernard Etxepare, a priest from Donibane Garazi (St. Jean Pied de Port, the capital of Lower Navarre) wrote the first book published in the language in 1545. Linguae Vasconum Primitiae (The First Fruits of the Basque Language) consists of several poems: ten about romantic love; two on religious themes; two about freedom; and "the last two which lax lyrically over Basque" (Etxepare 1995 (Etxepare [1545 :184). Indeed, Basque priests like Azkue, Barandiaran, Donostia and Zavala have been the main compilers (and sometimes composers) of song.
Thus, we cannot easily investigate gender by examining the texts that women themselves produced. Further, the corpus of Basque oral literature overall is voluminous-thousands of songs documented since the 16th century-making an exhaustive examination of its entirety as it relates to gender beyond the scope of this paper.
The approach I take here-of uncovering submerged "voices," so to speak-is to delimit the corpus to those songs most pointedly addressing the female listener and/or audience. In the Basque case, this is indicated in the use of the singular, second-person pronoun, "noka." In Euskara or the Basque language there is no grammatical gender ("she" or "he" for animate objects) or natural gender ("la" or "el" for inanimate objects, for an example in Spanish), However, when the addressee is the subject of a transitive verb (or is the indirect object) then the auxiliary verb marks that the addressee's gender: if female, with an '-n' (this form is called "noka"); if male, with a "-k" (this is called "toka"). Further, the inflected verb agrees with the addressee's gender even when the addressee is not an argument in the sentence (Oyharcabal 1993: 90) . For example, the sentence "A friend sees me" would mark the gender of the addressee in the auxiliary verb even though "you" is not in the sentence. No research to date on Basque song has specifically focused on those which use noka; that significant social meanings likely undergird such songs is indicated by the marked nature of noka not only in contemporary speech but also in the archival record. While toka has positive associations with solidarity, trust, masculinity and Basque "authenticity," noka occupies in a much more ambiguous semantic space. Rarely used even by native speakers, today it is often considered disrespectful, "looked badly upon"-rarely associated with positive interactional uses. But we cannot assume the norms for and uses of noka today applied to the past. What kinds of interaction is noka used for in Basque song across the centuries? What kinds of people, emotional stances, cultural activities and gender roles are linked to noka usage? The remainder of this article shows that there has been much variability in noka usage over time indeed.
Findings
Despite the enormity of the corpus described above, I only found a total of 98 songs that use noka. Most of these I translated myself. I found a wide range of topics and gender representations among them: in five, a man pines for a woman he loves; twenty-eight portray parents and daughters negotiating suitable marriage partners, or women fighting over suitors; thirteen recount married life; another thirteen chide women for unsuitable behaviors--or condemn them to death for greater offenses; nine show women enjoying themselves drinking or gambling; another nine discuss religious themes; ten are about witchcraft; and eleven others opine an a miscellany of themes.
If we take the first three categories together, we see that almost half (46 of 98) of the songs have to do with the vagaries of love or romantic relationships. This is perhaps not surprising when we consider that in "traditional" Basque society, "marriage was considered to be the desirable state for both women and men" (Bullen 2003: 64) .
The rest of this paper, then, will focus on these songs 2 . Specifically, I examine one example from each song category. As indicated above, most dialects have at least one song represented in each category. When dialects had more than one song in each category, I narrowed the possibilities to one based on its contextual information and understandability to me. That is, some songs not only use archaic language (hard to understand even to a professional translator I consulted for these songs) but have difficult-todecipher historical clues. In addition, some songs have more contextual or historical information provided for them than others do. For some, the only documentation is the text itself; no information is provided (perhaps even known) about the author or the context in which the song was written. For others, the compiler(s) provide quite a bit of information about provenance-not only the province whence it comes, but sometimes even the city or village, the reciter or author, as well as its historical context and cultural significance. When deciding upon songs in the same dialect opining on the same theme, then, I chose the song whose linguistic, cultural and historical context I understood best.
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Love Me Tender
Of the five songs portraying a man pining for a woman-"Argia Daritzanari" ("To the one who is light"), "Beltxaranari" ("To the dark-skinned one") and "Xuria Daritzanari" ("To the called White")-three appear in O'ten Gaztaroa Neurtitzetan ("Measuring the Youth of O") by Arnaud Oihenart (1592-1667). A lawyer and historian from Zuberoa (the most northeastern province of the Basque Country, near Bearn), Oihenart is considered one of the best Basque poets of the 17 th century. Here is one of these poems (noka forms are bolded): (Urkizu 2003b: 111-112) While the object of romantic longing here is not specified, she might be Juana d'Erdoy, a widowed noblewoman Oihenart married in 1627; his last romantic poem in this collection is a funeral elegy to her (Urquizu et al 2000: 182) . Interestingly, only three of his romantic poems use noka in addressing the female beloved; the other fourteen (including the elegy) use the formal pronoun instead. It might seem odd for a pining lover or husband to thus use a formal form of address with his object of his love, but this is the norm nowadays in the Basque case: the relationship between spouses supposedly "preclude[s] solidarity between husband and wife" (de Rijk 1991: 377) rendering familiar forms of address between them inappropriate. Why does Oihenart use noka at all in these verses? Unfortunately, no explanation for the pronoun choice is provided in the documentation about his oeuvre. But that noka is used to express unbridled passion in these three poems is clear; we shall see below that such positive uses of noka are few and far between indeed.
All the Single Ladies
By far, the biggest category of noka songs is preoccupied with finding suitable mates for girls and unmarried women, or women fighting amongst themselves for beaux: 28 out of the 98 total. Most of these feature mothers and/or fathers negotiating with their daughters over potential suitors. I begin with a song from the Roncal Valley, whose dialect is now extinct. Collected by Resurreccion Azkue and his "excellent [male] collaborator Mendigatxa" (Azkue 1968a: 217) , it is categorized as a lullaby. But I believe its content justifies its inclusion in this "single ladies" category: You need a lazy husband ~ (Azkue 1968a:217) While the characterization of the daughter in this song is negative, so too is that of both her parents and the male suitor imagined for her. In this sense, noka is an "equal opportunity" pronoun with regard to how it constructs women and men in unflattering ways.
Only women are featured in the next song, in which two women of a certain age spar over which of them has more eligible bachelors pursuing them. "Adizan Gabriela" was collected by Donostia in Madrid from a "young man from [the village of Bera] of the Bidasoa" Valley in Navarre in 1921 (Riezu 1994a: 31-32 (Arbelbide 1987: 36) Thus, the unmarried state is so undesirable that even sisters will steal each other's boyfriends to avoid it. Many songs also demonstrate the lengths parents will go to ensure their daughters make marriages suitable to them, especially the mothers, who are shown trying to convince their daughters to marry someone better (older or more hard-working) than the young men the daughters desire. "Amak Ezkondu Ninduen" ("Mother Married Me Off") is popular even today. It appears in many song anthologies and is sung around the table throughout the Basque Country and the diaspora. Below is a version spliced together by Azkue: the first verse was recounted by Juliana Aurekoetxea of Zugaztieta, Bizkaia; the remaining verses were gathered from Cristostema Bengoechea of Lekeitio, Bizkaia (Azkue 1968b: 58 There are also four songs in which fathers and daughters negotiate over suitors. For example, in "Aitak Erran Dio Alabari" ("Father Tells His Daughter"), a father threatens to disown his daughter if she marries a particular boy, but she defies him. In "Artzai Nindagoenian" ("When I Was A Shepherd"), a father chastises daughter for flirting with a shepherd in Mass, arguing that she can do better. In "Aita Nuen Saltzaile" ("My Father Was My Seller") from Navarre, the female narrator reports that her parents and brother "sold [her] for money; a lot of money; as if [she] had [her] weight in gold; and two barrels of honey." Her father meets her tears with cold calculation rather than comfort, telling his daughter she should not complain because she will be rich.
R. M. Azkue's Cancionero Popular Vasco ("Basque folk songs") collection of two volumes, comprising hundreds of songs from throughout the Basque Country, was originally published in 1921.
However, parents and their daughters are not always at loggerheads when it comes to future husbands/sons-in-law. I would like to conclude this section with one example of a song in which the daughter and parents seem to contribute equally to the girl's choice of beau. It hails from the province of Bizkaia, though its author is unknown: That is what I want ~ (Amuriza 2006: 186-198) Interestingly, the couplet preceding the song suggests that this choice may not be right after all. The parents and daughter might be like doves settling to coo even beside thorns-when, presumably, what they sought was a rose.
In sum, in Basque songs about the "single lady," we see that there are indeed those portraying women and girls in negative terms because they are unmarried and those presenting daughters as mere pieces of property to be sold to the highest bidder in marriage. But there are also songs showing unmarried girls and women negotiating their marital choices and getting their way (for good or ill). In some cases, they reject outright their marital options or have the upper hand when it comes to the men who would be their suitors. Consonant with the discussion of Basque society and gender above, however, we see that a girl's or woman's unmarried state is the primary topic of songs using noka: we know little to nothing about the female protagonist's aspirations, accomplishment or opinions on topics others than the marital.
We do see, on the other hand, that girls and women are active participants on the romantic terrain allotted them. Having fought so hard to have their wishes respected in matters of the heart, how do women fare once married? The section below provides a glimpse. 
Love & Marriage: Go Together Like a Horse and Carriage?
As we saw in Figure 1 above, ten of the songs use noka (and sometimes toka) in songs about or between couples. Recall that use of the familiar address form in this context is unusual today; unlike other languages, the familiar pronoun is considered inappropriate for use between husband and wife. It is notable, however, that most of the time the familiar pronoun is used in songs about troubled relationships featuring bickering, philandering or questionable paternity. Collected by Donostia in Sara, in the province of Lapurdi in 1937, here is one where vitriol spews back and forth between husband and wife (noka is bolded; toka is underlined). But they sent me home! ~ (Riezu 1994b: 576) While the song above is perhaps the most violent among them, there are several songs about husbands and wives fighting with each other. Four feature couples arguing about excessive drinking in particular. Below is an example Azkue collected from Eusebio Santxotena of the town of Bozate in the Baztan Valley of Navarre; Azkue notes that "the poem is a curious dialogue between a long-suffering husband and a wife very devoted to Bacchus" (Azkue 1968a: 154 Finally, two other songs in this category feature philandering-or at least, extra-marital flirtations-by wives. In "Anton and Maria," written in the Low Navarrese variety, Anton returns to his village after an absence and is told by his wife that his son was born the night before. He is surprised by this, as he has been gone for two years.
"Nere andre gaixoa, ez bada hasarra
The wife in the song below also finds ways to amuse herself in her husband's absence. Azkue collected this song in the village of Gobika in the province of Bizkaia; he notes that his informant was Maria Josefa Izpirua, "an excellent collaborator, eighty years of age" (Azkue 1968b: 995-996 For you, a white mule ~ (Azkue 1968b: 995-996) Interestingly, while noka is used in a playful-rather than mean--way in this song, it is used not between a husband to his wife, but to a woman by her "dance partner" (at the very least) other than her husband.
Taken together, we see that unlike the pining between lovers ("Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art thou, Romeo?") we find in English literature and in other languages, the familiar form of address is rarely used to express love in Basque song. Rather, men use noka to express their complaints to or argue with their wives-who reciprocate in kind with toka. The women with whom noka is used are not necessarily satisfied with their marital lot. The wife in "Ene Hauzotegian" uses more invective against her husband than she receives. The three Marias featured in the last three songs mentioned resist expectations that they be "The Good Wife" in several ways: fending off her husband's requests that she attend to her domestic duties ("Aste Luzea"); making merry with other men while her husband is away ("Londresen Dot Senarra"); and making a cuckold of her husband and bearing a child with her lover ("Anton and Maria"). None of these husbands is a dupe---each is well aware of what his wife's shortcomings or what's going on. But none of them is able to control or change his wife's behavior either. 
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Conclusion
I began this article by pointing out the androcentric bias inscribed in Basque cultural artifacts and the gendered nature of Basque society in general, which permeate Basque oral literature as well. Laws and social conventions have excluded women from participating in, much less producing, Basque songs in any significant way until the last few decades. Thus, the archival record we have of women-indeed, gender representations of either sex-has been produced almost entirely by men.
But I have demonstrated that songs using noka-the second person pronoun used for a female addressee-construct more varied images of girls and women than those that usually appear in the public sphere, curricular materials and other cultural texts. The songs reviewed in this article portray women and girls engaging in a wide variety of roles and activities-vehemently negotiating potential mates; drinking or partying instead of working; seeking the pleasure of men other than their husbands; resisting the expectations that they be dutiful daughters and wives. Not all of these portrayals are positive, but they certainly show a more complete picture of Basque womanhood than most representations of them in contemporary Basque culture.
Why is this important? Gender equity is about showing the whole range of human experience for both sexes-for men and women-and we are all enriched when the restricted view, or allowable portrayals of one sex (in this case, the female) is expanded to encompass more of the human experience. Even when some of that is not necessarily positive: the underbelly is human, too, and it is patronizing to pretend that women cannot have it too. The fact that this wide variety of female behavior-especially the unsavory--appears in texts that are hundreds of years old suggests that throughout this period Basque people across dialects and region were aware of and commenting upon a wider set of roles for girls and women than contemporary discourses would lead us to expect. In the archives, women show up doing some surprising things.
What can we learn about gender from these songs? We cannot know for sure whether these texts represent actual behaviors by women and girls. Certainly, they can be interpreted in many ways: the female resisting "conventional" roles can be read (or heard) as cautionary tale as easily as role model. But their actions deserve to be deliberated upon-even debated over-as much as do the men and women populating better-known Basque songs if we are to more fully understand Basque culture. And the role of song in producing and contesting it.
